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Project Background: Goals

• Connect decis ion makers  in agriculture , forestry , and 
water resources s ectors  to information by making that 
information more accessible , rather than creating new 
information or data. 



Project Motivation
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The common nighthawk. Photo by Andy Reago and Chrissy 
McClarren, shared under CC BY 2.0.

Official Title: “Innovating Approaches to Drought 
Communications with North Carolina Decision Makers”

Code Name: Project Nighthawk

Project Team: Corey Davis
(SCONC), Kirs ten Lacks trom (CISA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two years ago, we submitted a proposal to NOAA’s SARP “Coping with Drought” competitionDidn’t want to create new tools or data, but instead to put the existing information in formats and language that were more accessible



Our 
Process



What have we learned?



What to communicate?

• What’s  the s tatus ? And why?

• How does  this  affect me?

• What can we expect in the future?

• About the drought monitoring proces s



Communications Formats (How)
Preferred :
● Email and/or text 

alerts  (s hort text 
mes s ages )

● Infographics , 
maps /graphs

● Story maps
● Facts heets

Less preferred:
● Blog pos ts /news letters
● Webinars
● Audio/podcas ts
● Written reports
● Twitter*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preferred formats strike a balance between raw data and oversimplified conclusions. They are quick to consume but also actionable.







Story map 
describing NC 
DMAC and 
weekly process.

Ideas for content  
and layout  of 
ncdrought .org 
website



Also:
● Collaboration with 

NC State Univers ity 
graduate-level 
des ign course

● Drought information 
on a bas in-wide or 
s tatewide s cale



When to communicate?
• Water res ources : 

• When there is  a  drought
• When the drought is  affecting them

• Agriculture and Fores try: 
• When we’re in a  drought or not
• What to expect in the future? (forecas t)



Where to communicate?
• Tune into exis ting channels :
• Emails  via  lis ts ervs  

• Tes ting with a  group of ~40 participants
• Social media (Facebook, Twitter)
• Webs ites  (ncdrought.org)



Is it working?
• Feedback from lis ts erv “beta us ers ”

• Us ing in outreach to homeowners , community, 
media

• Eye tracking evaluation



Eye tracking - Fall 2019

“Icons” “No Icons”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spend some time explaining the differences between these, as well as the similarities. Emphasize that goal is accessibility and use: want something intuitive, that people can accurately obtain information from.What did we want to test:What are people looking at/not looking at? (what captures their attention)Did having icons influence viewers’ ease of obtaining information (as measured by time to answer the question and self-report)?Did having icons influence viewers’ responses (correct vs. incorrect)?Did the modification of the legend influence ease of obtaining info, or the accuracy of interpretations of drought intensity? 



Insights from eye tracking

“Vertical” “Horizontal”
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Presentation Notes
Compare the two: same content, just different layouts. What did we want to test?Does organization of information impact ease of accessing information? (time to answer question; self-reported ease of finding information)What draws viewers’ attention? (maps? Text? Forecast confidence?) Does this differ between the two infographics?Were participants able to obtain accurate information, and did this vary between the two tests?



Insights from eye tracking
● No s ignificant differences  in res pons es  

(accuracy, perceptions  of eas e)
● Participants  who viewed infographics  with icons  

took longer to ans wer ques tions
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Presentation Notes
Spend some time explaining the differences between these, as well as the similarities. Emphasize that goal is accessibility and use: want something intuitive, that people can accurately obtain information from.What did we find out:Did having icons influence viewers’ ease of obtaining information (as measured by time to answer the question and self-report)?Did having icons influence viewers’ responses (correct vs. incorrect)?Did the modification of the legend influence ease of obtaining info, or the accuracy of interpretations of drought intensity? 



Takeaways - Eye Tracking
• Verdict s till out on icons
• Text is read

• Not all text is  equal
• Us ability ≠ to [anticipated] us e
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Presentation Notes
Takeaways:Based on our analysis, we can’t say that including icons make the infographic better or worse than not including them. We do know that there are differences, and future engagements will seek to ask participants about their perceptions of having icons (do they simplify or add complexity?)Based on gaze patterns, we do know that the text is being viewed, and based on responses to test items, I would go as far to say that it’s being read as well. If you have something to say, don’t feel like it needs to be represented visually; sometimes writing it might be enough.Similar vein as these two previous: we played around with the legend. Should there be the table layout, or something that uses dots and tries to communicate “drought” categories vs. abnormally dry conditions.  Based on the time it took people to answer questions about drought intensity, and their gaze patterns, it seems that the table was easier to interpret. Cannot make something for everyone: everyone expects something a little different when they view an infographic, and they’re coming at it for different reasons. Having the goal of pleasing everyone isn’t realistically possible, but we can make something that everyone gets something out of. Use isn’t necessarily the same as usability: even though we had some respondents say that some information was hard to locate or that the infographics didn’t do a good job communicating local (county) conditions, overwhelmingly the response was that they were likely to use these. 



Communicating Drought Takeaways
• Don’t jus t create; evaluate!
• Trans late technical information, but know 

where to stop
• Know your audience

• When will they us e your products , and for what 
purpose?

• Cons ider a  variety of formats to meet their needs
• May not pleas e everyone 100%
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Presentation Notes
Takeaways:Based on our analysis, we can’t say that including icons make the infographic better or worse than not including them. We do know that there are differences, and future engagements will seek to ask participants about their perceptions of having icons (do they simplify or add complexity?)Based on gaze patterns, we do know that the text is being viewed, and based on responses to test items, I would go as far to say that it’s being read as well. If you have something to say, don’t feel like it needs to be represented visually; sometimes writing it might be enough.Similar vein as these two previous: we played around with the legend. Should there be the table layout, or something that uses dots and tries to communicate “drought” categories vs. abnormally dry conditions.  Based on the time it took people to answer questions about drought intensity, and their gaze patterns, it seems that the table was easier to interpret. Cannot make something for everyone: everyone expects something a little different when they view an infographic, and they’re coming at it for different reasons. Having the goal of pleasing everyone isn’t realistically possible, but we can make something that everyone gets something out of. Use isn’t necessarily the same as usability: even though we had some respondents say that some information was hard to locate or that the infographics didn’t do a good job communicating local (county) conditions, overwhelmingly the response was that they were likely to use these. 
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